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INDIA NOW 6 TH LARGEST MANUFACTURING COUNTRY IN WORLD: PM MODI AT
GUJARAT SUMMIT
Gujarat, the land of Gandhi and Patel, is also the land of
business, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said, speaking
at the Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2017, an event being
attended by Nobel Prize winners, global leaders and top
industrialists from India and from other countries. The
four-day summit was held at the Mahatma Mandir
convention hall in Gandhinagar. The summit, held once

every two years, was launched in 2003 by PM Modi while he was Chief Minister of Gujarat. He
envisaged this as a mega event to attract investment in Gujarat, promising many incentives. The
last summit, held in 2015, had drawn investment proposals of 366 billion dollars or 25 lakh crores.
Speaking at the summit, billionaire Mukesh Ambani said that his Reliance group's cumulative
investment in Gujarat is Rs. 2,40,000 crore, of which Rs. 1,25,000 crore has been invested in the
past four years.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit 2017 on 10th January 2017

HIGHLIGHTS OF PM NARENDRA MODI'S SPEECH AT THE VIBRANT GUJARAT SUMMIT








This has been a very successful summit since 2003.
I want to make special mention of Japan and Canada, who participated in the summit right
from the start.
I am happy to say that this event has grown with each Vibrant Gujarat Summit.
100s of companies showcase their products and services.
Gujarat - the land of Mahatma Gandhi and Sardar Patel also is the land of business.
Gujarat represents the region that sends the largest number people to various corners of the
globe and they are all very successful.
It is said that democracy cannot deliver quick results and good governance. But we have seen
in the last two-and-a-half years that it, in fact, is possible.






















The highly educated, dedicated
and talented workforce is
promising both for the country
and
for
businesses.
Our
institutions and scholars are
recognized all over the world.
India is also the hub of Research
& Development. We are the
second largest pool of scientists
and engineers.
Our government was voted to
power on the basis of the
promise of good governance and
development. It is our vision and mission to deliver that.
E-governance is easy governance. It helps in ease of communication and resolving problems.
I am proud to say that the digitizing of India's economy is happening before you. We have
worked tirelessly for the last many months, especially the last few, to ensure India is one of
the most digitized economies in the world.
In 2014-15, India contributed 12.4 per cent of the global economic growth.
We have worked to put in place many reforms - be it GST, IPR, Bankruptcy law, etc.
You would have also noticed that India has improved its practices, policies and economic
profile and has jumped ranks in global reports. Our ranks have been constantly improving.
India is becoming an easier place to do business with each passing month. You all will see that
soon, India will be the easiest and one of the best places to do business.
India is a young country and the unleashing of this youth will catapult India ahead and fasttrack growth.
India is also among the top 10 countries in terms of FDI inflows. But this is not the end.
India has been the top-most country in terms of ROI (Return on Investment).
Leaders the world over are talking of 'Make in India'. This has opened many doors leading to
India.
Manufacturing has grown 9 per cent in 2015-16. We are now the world's 6th largest
manufacturing country in the world.
India is one of the most attractive markets for the auto sector - both in terms of sales and in
terms of manufacturing.
Everyone will have a good standard of living. Every Indian will have a roof over their heads;
every household will have clean water and 24X7 electricity; we want wider roads and faster
railways.

PM MODI INAUGURATED THE NOBEL PRIZE SERIES EXHIBITION

PM Modi Inaugurated the Nobel Prize Series Exhibition in Gandhinagar, Gujarat on 9th January 2017

INAUGURATION OF INDIA INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

Inauguration of India International Exchange is a momentous occasion for India’s financial sector: PM

TEAM MEMBERS REPRESENTED GTU AT EDUCATION HALL DURING VIBRANT
SUMMIT 2017
Following team members were present at GTU stall during 4 days –
 Dr. Sarika Srivastava, Assistant Professor, GTU


Dr. Kaushal Bhatt, Assistant Professor, GTU



Dr. Krishnaba Vaghela, Assistant Professor, GTU



Mr. Tushar Panchal, Assistant Professor, GTU



Mr. Margam Suthar, Assistant Professor, GTU



Mr. Raj Hakani, Assistant Professor, GTU



Ms. Reema Parekh, Assistant Professor, GTU



Mr. Vikrant Vala, Research Associate, GTU



Mr. Vimal Sharma, Research Associate, GTU

FIRST DAY: 10 TH JANUARY 2017

Dr. Kaushal Bhatt, Assistant Professor , GTU
explained international activities to Mr.
Naohiro Masuda, CEO of Japan’s Nihon
Sharyou Senjouki

6 Vice Chancellors visited GTU stall (from left to
right) : Dr. Pankaj Jani, Baba Sahab Ambedkar
University; Dr. C.B. Jadeja, KSKVKU (Kuchh
University); Dr. M.N. Patel ( Gujarat university);
Dr. Dakshesh Thakar (Veer Narmad South
Gujarat University); Dr. Parimal Vyas ( MSU);
Dr. Shailesh Zala (Bhavnagar University)

PROJECTS DISPLAYED BY GTU STUDENTS
Students of Gujarat Technological University presented innovative and creative projects in
‘Education hall’ of Vibrant Summit 2017.
1. GTU ROBOCON
ROBOCON is a National/International Robotics competition organized every year by Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU), for Asia Pacific Region. In the competition, robots compete to
complete a task within a time limit. Aim of this contest is to create friendship among young
people with similar interests who will lead their countries in the 21 st century.
Gujarat Technological University has built GTU team for Robotics who will represent GTU in
ROBOCON and other Robotics Competition. GTU plans to create a consortium of student
representatives from various colleges for the above cause to build a university level team. The
college who believes in co-creation based innovation and technology development will become
a part of the above consortium. Now the GTU ROBOCON team is ready to outreach with its
enthusiastic and innovative students.
Vibrant Gujarat is the name given to a biennial investors' summit organized by the government
of Gujarat in Gujarat, India. The event is aimed at bringing together business leaders, investors,
corporations, thought leaders, policy and opinion makers; the summit is advertised as a platform
to understand and explore business opportunities in the state of Gujarat.
Vibrant was a perfect opportunity to make the outreach of the GTU ROBOCON team. From the
businessman to the business brand everyone was there. Apart from the objectives and initiative
of GTU ROBOCON team they presented the 3D printer which was designed and assembled by the
team itself.
3D printing, also known as Additive Manufacturing (AM), refers to processes used to synthesize
a three-dimensional object in which successive layers of material are formed under computer
control to create an object. Objects can be of almost any shape or geometry and are produced
using digital model data from a 3D model or another electronic data source such as a threedimensional (AMF) file.3D printing is one of the latest advent of the technology with which it is
possible to print any design in 3 dimensions. By specifying the length, width, height and certain
other specifications on x y and z axis we can print the exact shape of any object.

The team also presented various GPBs and PCBs prepared by them from different software.
Power distribution board, sensors and different other circuits were displayed. The responses and
feedback from different dignitaries were remarkable. They appreciated all the materials
prepared by 3D printer and praised the efforts of the team. Team received a very good response
from everyone.

Some of the remarkable comments are:
Comments

Given by “Excellent work”
Dr. Navin Sheth (Hon’ble VC , GTU)
“Keep winning, we are proud of you”
Dr. Rajul Gajjar (Director, GTU &
Principal - VGEC)
“GTU is doing very well. I wish them very great Vibhavari Dave (MLA)
success and all the very best to the students”
“Excellent and innovative work, Keep it up”
G.P. Vadodaria (principal of L.D. College
of Engineering)
“Let’s work on this to get it endorsed an
Sumit Sharma (Assistant Registrar- GTU)
innovation. All the best”
“Project seems to be excellent and innovative”
Prof. Nilesh Jha (GTU)

2. IOT BASED FACEBOOK OPERATED CNC MACHINE
It is a miniature version of a real time CNC machine, which students can use for educational
purposes of schools and colleges. It can almost does everything a real CNC machine can. It is
operated via Chat bot which has many features like real time analytics of work and temperature
and a personal assistant for help.
For hardware, we purely built it out of scrap through old DVD drives. For software, we developed
the Chat bot using python running inside Open shift Cloud.
This prototype can be used in a lot of applications. CNC machines are very costly so not all
institutions can afford it. The prototype that we have developed is a fully operational miniature
version of an actual CNC machine. This is the first time a hardware is interfaced with an AI bot.
This can be used to teach school or college level students about CNC machines and AI bots which
are widely used now.

3. AIR POWERED BICYCLE
In the present time, fossil fuels are widely
used as a source of energy in various fields
and their combustion is producing global
environmental problems. So it is use of
renewable energy resources which will
reduce pollution. Air Powered Bicycle uses
the expansion of compressed air to drive
the engine and that compression of
normal air would hold some energy within
it and creates useful work by expanding
compressed air. When compressed air will

be expanding, the energy is released to do work. As we are going to convert pneumatic energy
into mechanical energy, this type of technology is quite simple and easy to adapt. Main benefit
is that it uses air as fuel which is easily available from atmosphere so this will eliminate the
problem of harmful emissions and it is eco-friendly also. As there is no use of any electrical
component, it is affordable and easy to use.

4. AUTOMATED WASTE STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR WASTE
DISPOSAL
Nowadays cleanliness is the buzzword. Government of India is highlighting the “Swatch Bharat
Abhiyan”. Still there are some places which are not clean even though we have enough
equipments. The main objective of this project is to develop moveable waste storage and dustbin
system.

5. STARTUP COMPANY: VINGLOB GREENTECH (I) PVT. LTD.
Aim: To reduce on field efforts of farmers and make a simple product of low cost to increase the
productivity of the farmers.
Agriculture Innovative Products (Incubation by GTU):
 VGT Scythe cutting blade: It is the device which is used to harvest the wheat, cattle feed, rice
etc. In compare to present method our device works faster in efficient way. It reduces labour.


Seedling transplanting device: It is the device used to transplant the vegetable, flower,
tobacco and all other types of seedling. It is helpful for farming in mulching. It reduces human
effort. It allows to work by standing which reduces back pain.



Seed cumulative fertilizer dibbler: It is the device used to implant seed and fertilizer for
farming like seed of moringa, castor, groundnut and all other type of seeds.



Wheel hoe: It is the device used to remove unwanted plant from the farm. It will remove plant
from roots from 3 inch to 12 inch. It is also helpful in reducing human effort by allowing to
work by standing.

6. MY TOOL BAG
• MyToolBag is an e-Commerce platform which is moreover a hub
for Engineering Tools and Books.
• www.mytoolbag.in is the first ever e-Commerce website which
provides all the engineering products just in 2 hours.
• MyToolBag is an Ahmedabad based Startup which cares for
students who are keen to study and so offers the delivery at their
doorstep.
• MyToolBag offer tools and books at nominal rates to students.
We offer our products at lower rates as compared to any of the
physical store.
• The uniqueness about MyToolBag is that it is totally based on Time Constraint. MyToolBag
delivers the order within 2 hours anywhere in Ahmedabad.
• Currently MyToolBag is using Cloud EC2 instance as a server and will upgrade continuously
day by day.
• MyToolBag is using elastic search which is highly scalable and fastens up the searching
process.

7. SEMI AUTOMATIC SPIRAL INSERTING MACHINE

Product:
The product is semi-automatic spiraling machine which helps in easy spiraling and reduce time,
human efforts. It decreases the spiraling-defects caused by humans and improve the quality and
decrease time of operation significantly
Problem Specification:
The binding systems have more than 50 years with the same perforation formats, which are
round, square, rectangular and oval, without substantial changes. This has forced the market in
the necessity of having an equipment for each type of required binding, since consumers require
several different types of equipment to meet their needs
Aim:
To reduce time and effort in spiral book binding by using automatic coil inserting machine.
Instead of manual method. To increase the speed of coil inserting operation by automatic means.
Objective:
 To reduce time of operation.
 To reduce human effort.
 To reduce labor cost.
 To make machine user friendly
 To build compact machine.
Further Improvements
 In future there will be work on
optimal input parameters for
maximum efficiency.
 Then students are working on specifying the location of all component and trying to reduce
size.
 Complete the Fabrication of each part of machine, assemble machine.
 In addition, students are planning to sell this machine in local market.

SECOND DAY: 11/01/2017

Dr. Navin Sheth, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor – GTU and Dr. Rajul Gajjar, Principal – VGEC &
Director GTU visited education hall during Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2017

Dr. Navin Sheth, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor – GTU and Dr. Rajul Gajjar, Principal – VGEC &
Director – GTU with students

THIRD DAY: 12/01/2017
Students from various schools visited GTU stall and they have shown interest in projects
displayed by students.

CGBS Team members coordinated VG 17

Students getting information at GTU stall

GTU students along with team members of
GTU at exhibition stall

GTU staff members visited GTU stall

Students from various schools visited GTU Dr. G. P. Vadodaria, Principal , LDCE & Prof.
stall
Neelesh Jha at GTU stall

FOURTH DAY: 13/01/2017

Jaydrathsinh Parmar, Minister of state for Technical Education (Gujarat)

Mrs. Vibhavari ben Dave , MLA from Bhavnagar (North) constituency in Gujarat with GTU
staff members and students

MEMORABLE MOMENTS

Enjoying ride

Visit at various stalls

Visit to Eco Tourism hall

Enjoying Food

UNIVERSITIES FROM AUSTRALIA, POLAND & OMAN JOINED HANDS WITH GTU FOR
RESEARCH
University of Wollongong, Australia’s top rated University, AGH University of Science and
Technology (Poland), University of Information Technology and Management (Poland) as well as
Sultan Qaboos University, Sultanate of Oman and GTU joined the hands for various research and
academic collaborations. Poland and Australia are official partner of Vibrant Gujarat Summit
2017.
University of Wollongong is Australia’s top rated University and it has been featured under
world’s top 2 % University as per QS ranking 2015/16. UoW is leading University in
Australia having very strong research and development expertise in various academic domains.
GTU, being state’s largest technological university has a strong infrastructure for innovation and
research. So, looking at the strengths of both the universities, they have decided to collaborate
in few specific areas.
Representative
of
Australian
University
exchanged Letter of Intent with Prof. (Dr.) Navin
Sheth, Vice Chancellor of GTU in presence of Shri
Bhupendrasinh Chudasama - Education Minister
of Gujarat, Shri Jaydrathsinh Parmar- Minister of
state for Technical Education, Shri Nanubhai
Vanani- Minister of state for Primary Education,
Smt. Vibhavariben Dave - Parliamentary
Secretary, Smt. Anju Sharma - Principal Secretary
(higher & technical education), Shri Shailesh
Rawal- Technical Education Commissioner. Dr. Rajul Gajjar, Director GTU, Dr. J.C. Lilani, I/C
Registrar of GTU also participated in the meeting.

Dr. Rahma Al-Mahrooqi, Deputy Vice
Chancellor of Sultan Qaboos University,
Oman visited GTU and expressed
willingness in various research and
academic collaborations including joint
conferences.

Prof. (Dr.) Navin Sheth, Vice Chancellor of GTU said that the key areas of the collaboration with
the universities of 3 countries would be the joint research projects in fields of Engineering and
Management, Joint Publications by the faculties and research scholars of both the universities,
Involvement of UoW’s professors in GTU’s PhD program as co-supervisors, Academic exchange
program for the students of GTU to University of Wollongong, Industry based Internship for the
students of UoW to GTU, and participation of the students and faculties of both the universities
in the research and academic scholarship programs at both the Universities. GTU is planning to
establish advanced research centres shortly. So, UoW has also proposed to collaborate for
establishing advance research labs in specific areas like Industrial Design, Mechatronics and
Transportation.

JAPANESE DELEGATION AT GTU
Gujarat Technological University marked the visit of a delegation from Japan on 13 th January
2017. During the visit, the delegation had an Academic Interaction with Dr. Navin Sheth,
Honorable Vice Chancellor, GTU and team CGBS.
OFFICIALS FROM JAPAN
Mr. Yuji NISHIKAWA India Liaison Representative - Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST),
New Delhi, India
Dr. Sakiko Kanjino

Assistant Professor - Asia Bridge Program (ABP), Office for the Promotion
of Global Education Programs Shizuoka University, Hamamatsu, Japan

Dr. ASHIDA Shigeki

Assistant Administrative Manager - Division of General Planning and
Development, Office of Global Planning and Partnerships Ritsumeikan
University, Kyoto, Japan

From (Left) Ms. Shreya Dave, Dr. Kaushal Bhatt, Dr. Navin Sheth-Honorable Vice Chancellor, GTU, Mr. Yuji NISHIKAWA, Mr. Keyur
Darji, Dr. ASHIDA Shigeki, Dr. Sakiko Kanjino.

DR NAVIN SHETH – HONORABLE VICE CHANCELLOR, GTU
Prof. (Dr.) Navin Sheth, Vice Chancellor of GTU discussed about
various prospects of collaborations in the area of Pharmacy,
Management and Engineering research and joint collaboration
programs with Japanese Universities. He further explained that 45%
of drug manufacturing of the country is done in Gujarat and 5000
plus pharmacy students study in GTU. He also invited professors of
Japanese University to become Adjunct Professors in Doctoral
Program offered by GTU. He said that this meeting would be the
starting point of mutual exchange with Japan & Gujarat and added
that GTU will look forward to collaborate academically with the Japanese Universities in the area
of research.
For more details of activities of ‘Centre for Global Business Studies (CGBS)’ kindly visit:
http://international.gtu.ac.in
GTU Coordinators for Vibrant Gujarat 2017: Team CGBS
Report prepared by –
Dr. Sarika Srivastava, Assistant Professor
Centre for Global Business Studies, GTU

